Teachers numbering scores of thousands are highly organized into Unions
and Associations, with strong professional pride and too little unity. They
are trained in a hundred different Training Colleges and Universities, some
under the State and some under the Church, Teachers are inevitable targets
for criticism; some say that they are too much creatures of routine, others that
they are too prone to hold progressive views* Both criticisms miss the point*
The process of recruiting and training 200,000 teachers is no easy task, but
forty years of solid teaching without a break is also a severe test of enthusiasm.
A fresh approach to such questions is more valuable than easy criticism of a
noble profession. The fact remains that they attend refresher courses in every
conceivable subject in order to keep pace with the advance of scholarship and
teaching methods, Partly to meet the demand for teachers, Universities have
also increased, and between 1900 and 1926 Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds,
Liverpool, Sheffield, Bristol and Reading received their charters and the late
Lord Haldane played a notable part in helping to mould their growth, Oxford
and Cambridge, revived by the nineteenth century, provided them with dis-
tinguished Vice-Chancellors, including Mr. Fisher himself, Sir Henry Hadow,
Sir Michael Sadler and Sir Walter Moherly, now chairman of the University
Grants Committee»
Adult education too has grown apace. Nearly 40 years ago Albert Mansbridge
knocked at the gates of Oxford University, and the Workers Educational
Association was founded ; to-day there are over 700 three-year tutorial classes
and thousands of shorter courses* Dr. Tawney, a devoted tutor who took the
first class in the Potteries is now the President of the Association and the Arch-
bishop of York is a proud patron. Both of these distinguished scholars grew
up at 4 Public Schools ' and were Fellows of Oxford Colleges, From the
inception of the movement a distinctive feature of the organisation has been
the close relation between University, Trades Union and the State, Many
local and national figures in the Labour movement are wiser men because of
their attendance at W.E.A. classes or at Ruskin College, Oxford, a residential
college for adult education, which is supported by Trade Unions and the
Co-operative Society* Coleg Harlech in Wales, founded by Dr, Thomas
Jones (now Secretary of the Pilgrim Trust) and Newbaltle Abbey in Scotland,
which owes its foundation to the late Lord Lothian, are the newest residential
colleges* But there are a score of other agencies through which adult classes
are organised such as the Women's Institutes, the Y.M,C*A., Educational
Settlements and the British Drama League*
A new approach to adult education has been stimulated by the present war
and been made possible by the intervention of the Pilgrim Trust in conjunction
with the Board of Education* The dislocation of war has thrown many music-
ians, actors and artists out of employment; at the same time the public
demand and thirst for good music, plays and pictures has been difficult to satisfy,
The obvious step was to marry supply and demand ; accordingly a small and
distinguished committee was set up with the typically unwieldy title, Council

